
Bay	Point	Witches	Ride	
Traffic	Management	Plan	10/25/19	

	
 

All involved in the October 25, 2019 Witches Ride shall rendezvous on the South 
side of the Bonefish Bridge on 10/25/2019 @ 5:15 pm.  

1. Starting at 5:40 PM Security will direct traffic entering the Thomas Drive Gate 
to turn left onto Wahoo Circle. No traffic shall be allowed to turn right except 
residents of Wahoo.  

2. Starting at 5:30 PM Security (in golf cart) shall prevent all traffic from entering 
Bonefish for any reason. The bridge will be used for photo opportunities at this 
time. 

3. After the pictures are taken the golf carts involved will gather on the South side 
of the bridge where they will be organized for the Witches Ride. Security driving 
the patrol golf cart will assume a position at the rear of the parade line.  

4. Security driving a Bay Point patrol truck will assume the position of the lead 
vehicle. Upon a signal announced over the radio the parade shall begin and 
Security in the lead cart shall control the pace of the traffic.  Security shall do its 
best to maintain a forward speed of 5 MPH and no more than 7 MPH. The parade 
is scheduled to begin @ 5:45pm and end at 6:30pm.  

5. As the last vehicle in the parade passes the Thomas Drive Gate Security shall 
direct all traffic entering the Thomas Drive Gate to turn right. After the parade has 
passed the second Wahoo Circle Security at the Thomas Drive Gate shall cease 
directing traffic.  

6. When Security observes that the parade is about to reach Bonefish & Wahoo an 
officer shall stop all traffic from entering Wahoo Circle. The Parade shall turn left 
onto Marlin Circle. At this time Security shall close the Marlin Circle 100 block 
entrance and direct all traffic to the 200 block of Marlin Circle. Another Security 
vehicle shall proceed to the Bar 72 Gate and prevent traffic from entering through 
the RFID side at Bar 72.  

7. The parade will end at Bar 72. When all Witches Ride participants complete the 
parade Security will ensure all traffic thoroughfare is returned to normal operating 
condition.  

PLEASE DRIVE CAREFULLY AND HAVE A GREAT TIME. 

 


